SALES RENTALS

NEW & USED HOT ROLLED & COLD FORMED SHEET PILE • H-BEAMS • PIPE TIE BACK SYSTEMS & BRACING SYSTEMS WE BUY USED STEEL PILE

WWW.MEEVERUSA.COM
SHEET PILE
Z-PILE HOT ROLLED & COLD FORMED
PRECISION PILE
(Custom Design Shapes Available)
U-SHAPED PILE HOT ROLLED & COLD ROLLED
FLAT WEB PILE FOR CELLULAR DESIGNS
PAN SHAPED SECTIONS
(Offer Properties Of Z-Shape with 50% Less Interlocks)

PIPE & TUBES
STEEL PIPE (ERW, SSAW, LSAW)
All Sizes And Thicknesses
SPIRAL WELD
STRAIGHT SEAM
SEAMLESS
MICRO PILE
COMBINATION PIPE AND SHEET PILE WALLS

BEAMS
H-PILE AND STRUCTURALS
FABRICATED SHAPES
WIDE FLANGE
CHANNEL
SQUARE TUBING
ANGLES

WWW.MEEVERUSA.COM
OTHER PRODUCTS
FABRICATION
COATING AND GALVANIZING
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS
SHEET PILE POINT PROTECTORS
PIPE PILE CONICAL POINTS
SPLICERS & TIPS FOR PIPE & H-PILE
TIE-BACK SYSTEMS
INTERLOCK SEALANTS

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS
BULKHEADS/COFFERDAMS
ENGINEERING PARTNERSHIPS
VALUE ENGINEERING
CELLULAR & OPEN CELL DESIGNS

SERVICES
SALES & RENTALS
SALE/BUY BACKS
INVENTORY LIQUIDATION PURCHASES
DBE & SBE PARTNERSHIPS

EQUIPMENT RENTALS
MEEVER BRACING SYSTEM
A modular system designed and engineered to maintain excavation integrity, allows flexible, easy, fast on-site installation, time and money savings.

WWW.MEEVERUSA.COM
OUR OFFICES AND STOCK LOCATIONS
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